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World Mental Health Day: 10 October
World Mental Health Day is observed every 10 October in an effort to raise awareness of mental health issues 
around the world and to mobilize support for those in need. This year, amidst the COVID-19 pandemic, we are 
facing unprecedented levels of anxiety, fear, isolation, and uncertainty. That makes World Mental Health Day, 
which reminds us to pay attention to our mental health and the mental health of those around us, all the more 
important.

According to the World Health Organization, about 450 million people live with mental disorders which are 
among the leading causes of ill-health and disability worldwide. People suffering from stress, anxiety or 
depression not only suffer from lower quality of life, they also are at higher risk for developing health problems 
such as diabetes or heart disease.

On this World Mental Health Day, watch for these common warning signs of depression in yourself and those 
around you:

• Continual sadness or anxiety

• Loss of interest in activities

• Fatigue

• Sleep problems

• Feelings of hopelessness

• Difficulty making decisions

If you or your loved ones need help, contact your Employee Assistance Program, or your general practitioner.
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Practical Mental Health
Almost all of us will go through periods of feeling down. Family conflicts, personal disappointments, even 
a couple of weeks of bad weather can give you the blues. If the negativity you feel lingers for several 
weeks and is interfering with your ability to enjoy life and function effectively, seek help. A therapist can 
assist you in exploring your feelings.

For those simply feeling a bit blue, however, some simple, positive lifestyle changes may be all that’s 
needed to turn things around:

Find support in others. Try confiding in trusted family members and friends about how you have been 
feeling. An understanding loved one can give you the strength and support you need to help cope with 
unhappiness.

Manage your stress. Learn effective ways to reduce your stress and anxiety, which may minimize  
your feelings of depression.

Exercise regularly. Regular fitness activities can improve your mood and boost your self-esteem. Talk to 
your doctor about an exercise program that is right for you.

Eat right. Exercise discipline to not overeat. Avoid junk foods and environments that may encourage 
bingeing. Stick to a nutritionally balanced diet. Avoid alcohol, which is a depressant.

Get the right amount of sleep. Experts recommend at least seven to eight hours a night. Resist the urge 
to oversleep, and try to maintain a regular sleeping schedule.

Make more time for fun, recreational activities. Try to spend more time outdoors, especially on sunny 
days. Consider taking a vacation soon, perhaps to somewhere bright and warm.

Be more social. Stay in touch with friends and family. Get out more often, and participate in enjoyable 
activities such as attending social gatherings, going to the movies and having lunch or dinner with friends.

Educate yourself. Learn all you can about depression, support groups in your area and ways to manage 
your feelings.

Do not let feelings of depression and sadness control your life. Get help to manage your symptoms. Learn 
to feel comfortable talking about your difficult emotions. Take care of your mind and body by giving it the 
food, rest and activity it needs. Treat yourself to the things you enjoy more often. Focus on getting out of 
the funk you may be feeling and experiencing life to the fullest.

Resources:
The World Health Organization: www.who.int/topics/mental_health/en/
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Steps to a Healthy Lifestyle
Many of the leading causes of disease are preventable by making healthier lifestyle choices but living 
healthy is not only about preventing disease. It’s also about creating balance in your physical, spiritual and 
emotional health.

Remember the following tips to prevent disease as well as promote balance in your life.

Balanced Diet
A balanced diet contains lean proteins, healthy fats, five servings of fruits and vegetables per day, whole 
grains and plenty of water. You will be healthier if you limit your intake of saturated and trans fats, sodium, 
refined sugars and processed foods. For the highly needed variety of nutrients and antioxidants, add lots 
of colour to your plate. Remember to watch your portion sizes.

Exercise
Exercise can help lower cholesterol, improve blood sugars, and reduce stress levels. As a general goal, 
aim for at least 30 minutes of daily physical activity for overall good health. Wearing a pedometer is a great 
way to assess how much activity you are really getting.

Rest and Sleep
Being rested allows you to have better control over your diet, resulting in better choices along with fewer 
cravings for sugar and caffeine. In addition, while you sleep, the immune system strengthens and your 
body fights infections and disease. For health benefits, get 7 to 9 hours of sleep per night.

Stress management
Stress management can help improve sleep, blood pressure and overall quality of life. 
A positive attitude alone has shown to improve stress levels. Yoga, prayer, meditation, journaling, reading, 
exercising, deep breathing and bubble baths are healthy ways to manage your stress.

Eliminate Addictions
Quitting smoking has one of the biggest impacts on health. Other addictions such as alcohol, drugs, 
caffeine and sugar also pose threats to your health. Reducing these substances can improve health and 
reduce stress and anxiety levels.
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Self-care for Stress Relief
To feel your best, it is important to take care of yourself, especially when your job demands so much from 
you emotionally. Maintaining emotional resilience requires eating well, exercising, keeping work and home life 
balanced and maintaining good relationships. But there are times when even these things can’t prevent stress 
and anxiety from creeping in. That’s why self-care is so important. Taking a small amount of time out of your busy 
schedule just for yourself is key to handling all your duties while getting the most out of life. Try these tips to give 
yourself the attention you need to be your best.

Deep Breathing
• Deep breathing focuses on using the diaphragm 

(the spot just under your rib cage) to draw slow, 
deep breaths into the lungs and to release them 
slowly. Take a couple of minutes every hour to 
practise some deep breathing.

Stretching
• Stretching exercises can relieve tension, make your 

body more flexible and produce a calming effect. 
Even just shrugging your shoulders, stretching your 
arms and rolling your neck a few times a day can 
have positive effects.

Meditation and Visualization
• Meditation involves “quieting the mind” by 

blocking out sensory input and distraction, while 
visualization involves using the brain’s creative 
capacity to create a stress-free experience, much 
like daydreaming. Try to carve out 15 minutes daily 
to quiet your mind and body.

Muscle Relaxation
• Progressive muscle-relaxation techniques involve 

systematically tensing, relaxing and visualizing 
each major muscle group. It is best to practise 
these techniques when you have about 20 minutes 
and are able to find a quiet place where you can lie 
down without being disturbed.

Calming Thoughts
• Our thought patterns often cause or contribute to 

the stress that we are feeling. The next time you 
encounter a stressful situation, take a moment 
to tune into your thoughts and feelings. Write 
these thoughts down and then write down a more 
positive replacement.
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Keeping Stress Levels in Check
Resiliency and stress are intertwined. The more resilient we are, the better able we are to deal with 
stress, but the more stressed we are, the less resilient we become. That’s why keeping stress levels 
in check is key to building and maintaining our resilience. Here’s how:

• Get enough rest. Doctors recommend seven to eight hours of sleep a night for adults.

• Exercise regularly. Running, brisk walking, aerobic exercises and other repetitive fitness activities 
are especially beneficial. Experts recommend exercising at least 20 to 30 minutes three to five 
times a week.

• Engage in fulfilling activities. Take a little time each day for something you like to do: a hobby, a 
walk with your partner or an hour with a good book.

• Avoid caffeine, nicotine and other stimulants. These common drugs can induce stress and 
anxiety.

• Avoid alcohol, tranquilizers and recreational drugs. These may contribute to anxiety and 
depression and an increased sense of loss of control.



8 Tips for Beating Stress
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Conditions linked to stress include:
– Migraines and headaches
– Sleep and appetite disturbances
– Cardiovascular disorders
– Diabetes
– Asthma

Behavioral symptoms include:
– Social withdrawal
– Anxiety
– Forgetfulness
– Lack of concentration
– Substance abuse

Nurture Relationships
More interpersonal contact with the right 
people can help relieve stress.

Do Things You Enjoy
Make and take time to do activities that 
make you happy.

Identify the Causes
Is it traffic? Problems at work? Bad news on 
the TV? What stresses you out?

Laugh and Learn
Instead of getting irritated, laugh at life’s 
annoyances and learn from your mistakes.

Meditate
By sitting in a quiet environment and closing 
your eyes you can relax. 

Get Enough Sleep and Exercise
Exercise not only improves health and 
mood, it helps you get better sleep.

Focus on the Positive
Be proud of your accomplishments and 
celebrate your successes.

Keep a Schedule
Allow ample time for travel and schedule 
free time for yourself.

To a certain degree, feeling stressed is a normal, healthy response to life’s events and challenges. 
However, prolonged stress can have adverse effects on your health and general well-being.

???ARE YOU

STRESSED



5 Tips for Building Resilience

What is resilience?

Keep a Long-term Perspective and Hopeful Outlook
Set goals for yourself so that you can feel productive and purposeful every day, and create 
longer-term goals so that you have a direction for your future.

Take Care of Your Physical and Mental Health
It’s especially important when you are feeling stressed to continue to eat a healthy diet and get 
adequate sleep and regular exercise.

Maintain Strong Connections With Family and Friends
Having strong, positive relationships with others provides a cushion 
of acceptance and support that can help you weather tough times.

Accept That Change is Part of Living
The reality is that certain things cannot be controlled. Accepting change makes it 
easier to move forward with your life.

Avoid Viewing Problems as Insurmountable
Learn from past experiences and be confident that you will get through a 
current crisis, too.

Depression     Stress     Anxiety     Health Issues

Re sil ience:Confronting crises and difficult situations without getting overwhelmed by them.
Being resilient can help protect you from:

HOW

ARE YOU?
RESILIENT
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Managing people in the modern workforce isn’t easy. Everyone is busy. Stress is common. Tempers are short. Then a life 
event—a death in the family, a medical crisis or a need for emergency child care—occurs and work grinds to a halt. 
Your GuidanceResources® program is the response to such crises. The program is 

made available at no cost to employees of your organization, as well as household 

members, and offers confidential, professional counseling and other resources for 

resolving personal, family or workplace issues. As a supervisor or manager, you should 

look at the program as a tool to keep these personal issues from spilling over into 

the workplace or unduly affecting employee behavior and performance. The program 

offers many other benefits, including: 

• Increased productivity and reduced health care costs through early recognition, 

intervention and resolution of business and personal problems

• Better retention of valued employees 

• Reduced absenteeism, accidents and grievances

• Improved employee morale

Here is a common scenario to help you better understand how the 
GuidanceResources® program works and how it can help:

Roger, a GuidanceConsultantSM 
(GC), answers the call, talks 
with Ellen and triages for issues 
caused by the divorce.

Ellen interviews and selects an afterschool care provider for her children. 
She also researches several articles on divorce and completes an on-
demand training on guidanceresources.com.

Roger refers Ellen to Dr. Smith, a local EAP provider, for assessment 
and treatment recommendations. Roger completes a child care 
assessment and forwards it to a  child care specialist and refers Ellen 
to GuidanceResources® Online for additional articles and resources on 
divorce, budgeting and more.

Roger, the GC, follows up to ensure Ellen has received the help she 
needs with her legal, financial and child care issues and to see if she 
needs further assistance.

Roger establishes a plan of 
action with Ellen to determine 
the direction and resources 
needed and to help prioritize 
those resources.

With GuidanceResources®, Ellen 
overcomes her depression and 
receives the work-life support 
she needs.

Meet Ellen. She is going 
through a divorce and has two 
young children. Ellen calls her 
GuidanceResources® 24/7  
toll-free line.

Ellen is successfully treated for 
depression.

Roger determines Ellen is 
experiencing serious symptoms 
of depression and needs 
additional afterschool care for 
her children.
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Resources Available Through Your GuidanceResources® Program
Your GuidanceResources® program has been designed to give you and your 
employees simple, fast, direct access to confidential services 24 hours a day, seven 
days a week by phone, online or via our mobile site. Here is an overview of typical 
services offered:

Confidential Counseling
Life can be stressful. The EAP offers relief with short-term counseling services for 
employees and their dependents to help them handle concerns constructively, before 
they become major issues. They can call anytime about marital, relationship and family 
problems; stress, anxiety and depression; grief and loss; job pressures or substance 
abuse. Their call will be answered by our highly trained GuidanceConsultantsSM, 
counselors who will listen to their concerns and guide them to the resources they need. 

Work-Life Solutions
Too much to do and too little time to get it all done? GuidanceResources® Work-Life 
specialists do the research and provide qualified referrals and customized resources 
for child and elder care, moving, pet care, college planning, home repair, buying a car, 
planning an event, selling a house and more. 

Legal Support
With GuidanceResources®, your employees and their dependents have an attorney 
on call. They can speak with an expert about divorce, custody, adoption, real estate, 
debt and bankruptcy, landlord/tenant issues, civil and criminal actions and other legal 
issues. If they require representation, they can be referred to a qualified attorney for a 
free 30-minute consultation and will be given a 25 percent reduction in customary legal 
fees thereafter.

Financial Information
Everyone has financial questions. With GuidanceResources®, your employees and 
their dependents can get answers about budgeting, debt management, tax issues 
and other money concerns from on-staff CPAs, Certified Financial Planners® and other 
financial experts, simply by calling the toll-free number.

GuidanceResources® Online
Guidanceresources.com and the mobile app, GuidanceNowSM, allow anytime, 
anywhere access to expert information on thousands of topics, including relationships, 
work, school, children, wellness, legal, financial and free time. They can search 
for qualified child and elder care, attorneys and financial planners, as well as ask 
questions, take self-assessments and more.

Note on Services
ComPsych® GuidanceResources® provides “Build-to-Suit” programs to our customers. As a result, 
GuidanceResources® programs provide different services depending on what has been requested by your 
company. Please consult your internal benefits manager about what services are included in your EAP. To 
inquire about the above mentioned services, or any others provided by ComPsych® GuidanceResources®, 
please consult your GuidanceResources® program account manager.

Why People Should Use GuidanceResources®

• Vacation planning

• Construction and remodeling 

• Moving arrangements

• Legal concerns

• Divorce and child custody

• Wills and estate planning

• Real estate/landlord-tenant relations

• Criminal issues

• Parenting needs

• Child care concerns

• Adoption questions

• Step-parenting issues

• Special needs children

• Choosing schools and colleges

• Homework and study habits

• Work-Life balance

• Pet-sitting services

• Older adult resources
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When is an EAP referral considered? 
Consider an EAP referral when an employee’s performance is unacceptable and there are clear indications that 
personal factors are involved. The objective of an EAP is to improve the employee’s performance at work and life at 
home. Contact your Human Resources representative to discuss the situation before making a referral.

Some signs may alert you to watch an employee more closely, such as:

Personality Changes
• Edgy and/or irritable 

• Nervous and/or jittery

• Intolerant of co-workers 

• Suspicious of co-workers

• Disenchanted and cynical

• Declining attitude or mood

Work Behavior Changes
• Decreased productivity 

• Missed deadlines

• Procrastination 

• Avoidance of leaders 

• Decreased work quality

• Rigid and impaired judgment

• Customer complaints

Co-worker Relations 
• Overreacts to criticism 

• Borrows money from co-workers 

• Avoids co-workers 

• Steals from co-workers

Physical Changes
• Red or blurry eyes 

• Hand tremors or nervousness

• Weight fluctuations 

• Physical fatigue

• Slurred speech

• Unusual cuts, bruises, scratches

• Flushed face, complexion changes 

Out of the Office/Away from Desk
• Excessive sick leave or tardiness

• Routinely leaves work early

• Peculiar excuses for absences 

• Long breaks 

• Frequent trips to water fountain, bathroom

High Accident Rate
• Regular accidents on or off the job 

• Frequent near-misses

Drinking/Drug Use
• Drinks before work 

• Drinks at lunch 

• Odor of marijuana or other drugs

• Fails to return from lunch

• Overuse of over-the-counter or prescription drugs

Formal Management Referrals 
There may be an occasion when you require an employee to participate in  
the GuidanceResources® program. This decision should be made in conjunction 
with your Human Resources department to ensure that your internal policies  
are followed. 

Under the formal referrals process, the employee will be required to sign a 
release of information (ROI) form to allow ComPsych® staff to notify the referral 
contact (HR/management) that the employee has been compliant with the referral 
by participating in and completing all recommended services. No personal or 
diagnostic information will be provided to the referral contact. The authorization 
form can be supplied by the GuidanceResources® program. 
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What is the manager’s or supervisor’s role in the EAP? 
As management, you are the cornerstone of a successful EAP. You are in the best 
position to observe your employees’ performance, attendance and conduct. It is  
your responsibility to document any performance issues and to take corrective  
action, if indicated. 

At the same time, it is not your job to be a professional counselor or best friend. 
Getting involved in your employees’ personal issues can cloud your judgment and 
make it difficult to treat everyone in a fair, consistent and objective manner. 

When an employee’s performance falls below acceptable standards, discuss your 
concerns with Human Resources and develop a course of action, including a referral 
to the EAP, if appropriate. Referral to the EAP may motivate the employee to seek 

professional help. 

How does an employee engage with the EAP? 
An employee can utilize EAP services as follows: 

Self-Referral 
Self-referrals are voluntary referrals by an employee who recognizes a need for 
assistance and calls the EAP’s toll-free number to request services. All voluntary 
referrals are strictly confidential. Without a signed release by the employee, no 
information regarding EAP participation will be revealed to any third party. 

Informal Referral 
Informal referrals are referrals to the EAP suggested by the employee’s supervisor 
or manager as a result of the employee sharing personal issues. As a manager, you 
should see this as an opportunity to encourage the employee to utilize EAP  
services rather than providing advice on how the employee can resolve his or her 
personal issue. 

Formal Management Referral 
Formal referrals are initiated by management after consulting with Human Resources 
to ensure that all internal policies are followed. These referrals take place when 
the employee’s personal issues affect work performance or workplace behavior. A 
formal referral should be exercised only after careful thought and preparation. After 
consultation with Human Resources, the manager should contact the EAP prior to 
meeting with the employee to initiate the referral process. 

Please remember that for any type of referral, the toll-free number included on all EAP 
communication materials should be used.

To assist you in managing your employees and to head 

off personal issues before they escalate, it is highly 

recommended that you use the materials provided by the 

EAP. These communication materials may include posters, 

flyers, HelpSheetsSM  and other handouts, as well as the 

GuidanceResources® Online website and mobile application. 

Did You Know... 
Workplace stress is estimated to cost 
American businesses up to $500 billion 
a year in lost productivity.
Mental Health America, 2017
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Five Steps to Manage Performance Issues

1. Identify performance issues 
As a manager, one of your responsibilities is to ensure that employees perform 
their jobs in a satisfactory manner according to their job specifications. To resolve 
many performance issues, additional training and coaching is usually sufficient. For 
employees experiencing stress, medical issues or other personal problems, additional 
assistance may be needed. 

2. Observe behavior 
If an employee’s performance continues to decline, it may be indicative of personal 
difficulties. Initial signs that an employee is experiencing such issues may include: 
outbursts toward customers or co-workers, unexplained or unexcused absences, 
or poor attention to work details. Upon observing such behavior, meet with the 
employee. By addressing the situation immediately, there is a better chance of an 
effective resolution. If the employee shares any personal issues that may be affecting 
work performance, use the opportunity to suggest a referral to the EAP for assistance. 
This is an example of an informal referral. 

3. Document facts 
Good documentation will assist you in providing objective, factual information and 
will help identify patterns of deteriorating performance. Document only work-related 
issues, including attendance, conduct and work quality. Avoid personal opinions or 
third-party information. 

4. Prepare to meet with the employee 
The focus of the meeting should be on work performance. Work with your Human 
Resources department to develop an action plan to resolve the performance issues, 
including the consequences if performance does not improve. Examine all past 
documentation on the employee and try to evaluate how he or she will react based 
on past history. Remember that some people will react more forcefully than others. 
You can contact the EAP for a consultation prior to the meeting. GuidanceResources® 
professional staff can serve as a sounding board, help you evaluate the action plan, 
offer new ideas and provide support. 

5. Take action 
During the meeting, be prepared to address your concerns and solutions. Using the  
six steps listed below, you can develop an outline to aid you during this discussion: 

• Clearly describe the work performance issues you have identified. 

• Outline behavioral changes, if any, that you have observed. 

• Explain why this problem concerns you. 

• Inform the employee of the consequences if work performance or conduct does  
not improve. 

• Discuss all available supportive services, including the EAP, and suggest the 
employee make use of them. 

• Express confidence in the employee’s improvement and set a date for a follow-up 
discussion. 

Eight Characteristics of Effective Managers and Supervisors 
1.  They take full responsibility for the productivity of the department and expect   

 their employees to be fully accountable for their part in this productivity.

2.  They like people and can communicate well.

3.  They don’t mind giving criticism of a constructive nature.

4.  They give praise freely and when it’s earned.

5.  They are not intimidated by workers who tell them what they really think.

6.  They seek new ideas and use them whenever possible.

7.  They respect the knowledge and skill of the people who work for them.

8.  They follow up to ensure goals, commitments and standards are being met. 
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ComPsych Corporation
PO Box 8379
Promotions Department
Chicago, IL 60680-8379

Whenever You Need It
We’re here to help. Contact your 
GuidanceResources program about your 
personal concerns. Our highly trained 
clinicians can help get you back in the 
groove, at work or at home. Call us 
anytime, 24/7, for:
• Relationship and marital conflicts 
• Job pressures
• Stress, anxiety and depression 
• Substance abuse

We’re your life assistant.

Call: XXX.XXX.XXXX
TTY: 800.697.0353
Online: guidanceresources.com
App: GuidanceNowSM

Web ID: XXXXXX
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Encouraging a Healthier, Happier Workforce
Your EAP is a tool to promote a healthier, more productive workforce. As such, 
promotional materials have been provided to your internal benefits manager, and new 
materials are added regularly. Be sure that your employees receive these materials 
and encourage them to use the services they promote. EAP materials, along with the 
GuidanceResources® Online website and GuidanceNowSM mobile site, are designed to 
encourage health and well-being and to help employees head off any personal issues 
before they become significant problems. The following materials are examples of 
what is provided. Talk with your internal benefits manager about what is available to 
you.

Bifold, Enrollment Flyer and Wallet Card
These materials are designed to welcome your workforce into the Employee 
Assistance Program, detail its many benefits and explain how to take advantage of 
those benefits. The customizable materials come with a detachable wallet card so  
that your employees never need to look farther than their purse or pocket to get help.

HelpSheets, Posters and Flyers
The GuidanceResources® communications team regularly produces materials for 
distribution to your workforce. These topical, vibrant and informative materials focus 
on the biggest issues today’s busy employees face, including work-life balance, 
wellness and financial and legal issues. 

Additional Communications
Throughout the year, the communications team can provide additional materials to 
help you keep your workforce healthy, happy and up to date. Requested through your 
account manager, these postcards, home mailers, topical flyers and posters, and 
others materials can be used to announce upcoming wellness events, tackle issues 
specific to your office or industry, or simply to keep your employees ahead of the well-
being curve. 

Online and Mobile Resources
GuidanceResources® Online and the mobile app, GuidanceNowSM, put knowledge at 
your fingertips with expert-reviewed articles on thousands of topics, plus planning 
tools, calculators, self-assessment questionnaires, multimedia streaming video and 
audio clips, chat and message boards and more. Search by topic and keyword for 
instant information on health, wellness, family, career, education, legal and financial 
subjects. You can even “Ask the GuidanceConsultantSM” for personalized answers to 
your questions via email.
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TAKE 
FLIGHT
With Your GuidanceResources® Program

Here when you need us.
Call: XXXXXXXXX (landline)
XXXXXXXX (mobile)
Online: guidanceresources.com
App: GuidanceNowSM

Web ID: XXXXXX

Counselling  •  Legal and Financial Guidance  •  Work-Life Balance  •  Online Resources

GuidanceResources®

Online
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Call: XXX.XXX.XXXX
TTY: 800.697.0353
Online: guidanceresources.com
App: GuidanceNowSM

Web ID: XXXXXX

Contact Your  
GuidanceResources® Program

Your GuidanceResources® program 
offers someone to talk to and 
resources to consult whenever and 
wherever you need them.

Call: XXX.XXX.XXXX
TTY: 800.697.0353 
Your toll-free number gives you direct, 24/7 
access to a GuidanceConsultantSM, who will 
answer your questions and, if needed, refer 
you to a counselor or other resources.

Online: guidanceresources.com 
App: GuidanceNowSM

Web ID: XXXXXX 
Log on today to connect directly with a 
GuidanceConsultant about your issue or to 
consult articles, podcasts, videos and other 
helpful tools.

24/7 Support, 
Resources & 
Information

Contact Us... Anytime, Anywhere
No-cost, confidential solutions to life’s challenges.

Confidential Emotional Support
Our highly trained clinicians will listen to your concerns and 
help you or your family members with any issues, including:

• Anxiety, depression, stress

• Grief, loss and life adjustments

• Relationship/marital conflicts

Work-Life Solutions
Our specialists provide qualified referrals and resources for 
just about anything on your to-do list, such as: 

• Finding child and elder care 

• Hiring movers or home repair contractors

• Planning events, locating pet care

Legal Guidance
Talk to our attorneys for practical assistance with your most 
pressing legal issues, including: 

• Divorce, adoption, family law, wills, trusts and more

Need representation? Get a free 30-minute consultation and 
a 25% reduction in fees. 

Financial Resources 
Our financial experts can assist with a wide range of issues. 
Talk to us about:

• Retirement planning, taxes

• Relocation, mortgages, insurance 

• Budgeting, debt, bankruptcy and more

Online Support
GuidanceResources® Online is your 24/7 link to vital 
information, tools and support. Log on for:

• Articles, podcasts, videos, slideshows

• On-demand trainings

• “Ask the Expert” personal responses to your questions

GuidanceResources®

A HELPING 
HAND
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Additional Services

Critical Incident Stress Management (CISM) Services
A critical incident is an event that impacts the work site, such as a natural disaster, 
sudden or tragic death of an employee, any acts of workplace violence or a workforce 
reduction. We hope that you never have to deal with any of these situations, but if  
you do, your GuidanceResources® program is available to help. Our 24-hour-a-day 
Critical Incident Response Unit deals exclusively with these incidents. This specialized 
team will consult with you about options and assist you in determining the most 
appropriate plan.

In the event of a critical incident, employees may experience varying responses. If 
employees display any of the following signs, reassure them that their reactions are 
normal and encourage them to call the GuidanceResources® Program for confidential 
assistance at any time.

Physical Responses
• Rapid breathing

• Increased heart rate

• Stomach issues

• Sweating or dizzy spells

Behavioral/Emotional Responses
• Crying or emotional outbursts

• Behavioral changes

• Social withdrawal

• Anger, grief, sadness or anxiety

Requesting CISM Services
Requests for service should be routed through your 24-hour toll-free line.  
Use of any other phone number may result in delayed services.

Management Consultation
The GuidanceResources® program offers managers and supervisors the opportunity 
to speak with experts regarding substance abuse, workplace violence, organizational 
changes or any other employee-related situations. If you need information and support 
when handling such issues, a GuidanceResources® staff member can provide a 
consultation, drawing upon knowledge and experience with workplace regulations, 
behavioral health issues and HR best practices. 

Training and Consulting for Workplace Development
Over 100 workshops on a variety of personal, work-life and professional topics 
are available through your GuidanceResources® program. The workshops can 
be useful tools for the development of employees and managers. They can be 
facilitated on site, as e-learning opportunities or as webinars. In addition, we can 
provide GuidanceResources® Program orientations highlighting the confidential and 
professional nature of the benefit and how employees can best utilize the services.

Note on Services
Remember, GuidanceResources® benefits are strictly confidential. To view the ComPsych® HIPAA privacy 
notice, please go to guidanceresources.com/privacy. If you have questions regarding your company’s 
program, please contact your internal benefits manager or GuidanceResources® program account manager.
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Mental Health First Aid:  
Helping Someone Who is Suffering
Whenever people face mental health issues resulting from loss of a loved one, trauma, or any other reason, 
they need to talk about it in order to heal. To talk, they need willing listeners. Unfortunately, many of us try to 
avoid listening to people in pain. We may feel like we have enough troubles of our own or be afraid of making 
matters worse by saying the wrong thing.

What Typically Happens
Sometimes we excuse ourselves by assuming that listening to people who are hurting is strictly a matter for 
professionals, such as psychotherapists or members of the clergy. Professionals can help in special ways 
and provide the suffering individual with insights that most of us are not able to offer. But to get that help, 
individuals in crisis often need guidance. It is natural to feel reluctant or even afraid of facing another person’s 
painful feelings. But it is important not to let this fear prevent us from doing what we can to help someone 
who is suffering.

Mental Health First Aid
Just as CPR guides someone with no medical experience in assisting a friend, family member, co-worker 
or even strangers with a physical crisis, Mental Health First Aid helps you assist someone experiencing a 
mental health crisis, such as suicidal ideation or substance use issues. In both situations, the goal is to help 
support the victim until appropriate professional help is identified. 

Mental Health First Aid follows three basic steps:
• Recognize the signs and symptoms of mental health problems

• Intervene to provide initial help

• Guide the person to appropriate professional help

As with CPR, there are instruction classes in Mental Health First Aid certification, which teach participants 
to assess risk, listen to and support a person in crisis, and identify appropriate professional help and other 
support. 

Even without certification, however, there are some simple things anyone can do to help someone dealing 
with a mental health crisis.

What to Do
Although each situation is unique, the most important thing to do is simply be there and listen and show you 
care.
• Find a private setting where you will not be overheard or interrupted. Arrange things so there are no

large objects, such as a desk, between you and the person.

• Keep your comments brief and simple so you do not get the person off track.

• Ask questions which show your interest and encourage the person to keep talking. For example,
“What happened next?” or “What was that like?”

• Give verbal and non-verbal messages of caring and support. Facial expressions and body posture go a
long way toward showing your interest. Do not hesitate to interject your own feelings as appropriate.

• Let people know that it is OK to cry. Some people are embarrassed if they cry in front of others.
Handing over a box of tissues in a matter-of-fact way can help show that tears are normal and appropriate.
It is also OK if you get a bit teary yourself.
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What Not to Do
Do not be distressed by differences in the way people respond. One person may react very calmly, while 
another expresses strong feelings. One person may have an immediate emotional response while another 
may be “numb” at first and respond emotionally later.

Emotions are rarely simple. People who are suffering loss often feel anger along with grief. Unless you see 
signs of actual danger, simply accept the feelings as that person’s natural response at the moment. If a 
person is usually rational and sensible, those qualities will return once their painful feelings are expressed.

It is natural to worry about saying the wrong thing. People will understand if you say something awkward in a 
difficult situation. Use this to guide you:
• Do not offer unsolicited advice. People usually will ask for advice later if they need it; initially it just gets in

the way of talking things out.

• Do not turn the conversation into a forum for your own experiences. If you have had a similar experience,
you may want to mention that briefly when the moment seems right. But do not say, “I know exactly how
you feel,” because everybody is different.

• Do not say anything which tries to minimize the person’s pain such as, “You shouldn’t take it so hard” or “It
could be a lot worse.”

• Do not say anything which asks the person to disguise or reject his or her feelings such as, “You have to
pull yourself together.”

The 5 A’s Model of Intervention
The 5 A’s model was developed by the National Cancer Institute to help people quit smoking, but it is often 
used as a model for intervention in the hopes of bringing about behavior change.  The 5 A’s stand for:

Ask 
Are you ready to do something to change?

Can I help?

Assess
How bad is the problem and how can we help?

Advise
Make clear, specific, personalized recommendations

Assist
Help where and when you can

Arrange
Refer to them to supports at work, such as your EAP, or in the community

Afterward
Once you have finished talking, it may be appropriate to offer simple forms of help such as:
• Checking about basic things like eating and sleeping

• Sharing a meal may help the person find an appetite

• Giving a ride to someone too upset to drive may mean a lot
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Ask what else you can do to be of assistance.
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